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HIGHLIGHTS

• Batteries are a clear path to enable a deeply
decarbonized power sector

• Battery deployment, particularly in the timely
manner needed to mitigate climate change, is
challenged by many non-technical roadblocks (i.e.,
social, economic, and political)

• Cost and materials scalability are two of the biggest
barriers to grid-scale battery adoption

• These barriers necessitate solutions in the social,
economic, and political spaces to incentivize and
support more rapid adoption of batteries

Society already possesses an array of technologies that
can decarbonize the U.S. power grid, but social, economic,
and political barriers may impinge their deployment in the
timescales necessary to thoroughly curb climate change.
This perspective emphasizes two of the largest barriers
specific to battery adoption: cost and materials. Battery
costs, particularly for more nascent storage technologies,
are generally still prohibitively high, largely due to an
inability to overcome small-scale production; we explore
an array of political and economic strategies to more
rapidly promote deployment and reduce costs. One key
contributor to elevated costs is the relatively higher value
of essential battery materials. Smaller scale, concentrated
supply chains result in materials criticality, which raises
prices and challenges rapid scale-up. Here, both technical
and economic solutions exist, and some are reviewed
in this work. Generally, there is a tension between a
company’s competitive advantage (i.e., proprietary design
and manufacturing) and more cost-efficient production (i.e.,
centralization, standardization, etc.), that must be overcome
via political and economic incentivization. Ultimately, greater
urgency is needed in the public and private investment
spaces to combat climate change by enabling the rapid
development and deployment of the best solutions.
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Energy storage: a central component for grid
decarbonization

One of the most critical solutions to prevent further climate
change is to decarbonize the power sector. In 2020, according
to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the
U.S. electric power sector generated about 32% of total
U.S. energy-related carbon dioxide emissions [1]. By utilizing
renewable energy resources (e.g., wind, solar, etc.), we can
produce energy without combusting fuels that release carbon
dioxide, which is a primary pollutant of concern causing global
warming [2]. However, renewable energy sources face an
intermittency issue, as supply relies on weather conditions
that are both unpredictable and beyond our control, a notable
difference from our historic ability to provide as much energy
as needed at any time, enabled by fuel stockpiles. There are
multiple solutions to address the intermittency and ensure
demand is always met; for example, one could significantly
overbuild renewable energy capacity so that their marginal
output during low sun or wind times can still meet demand.
This approach can be expensive, however, and will provide an
excess supply of energy that will not be utilized during high
output times (also known as “curtailment”). Another solution
is to use a limited amount of controllable supply (e.g., fuel
reserves, nuclear energy, etc.) during these low production
times, ideally clean sources made without producing carbon
dioxide (e.g., green hydrogen, ammonia, biofuels, etc.).
However, these nascent technologies still struggle to hit
viable cost and performance metrics when produced using
carbon-neutral processes [3]. While a variety of approaches
will need to be employed, energy storage is a very promising
solution set offering a wide design space of choices.

The premise of energy storage is to convert the electrical
energy available from renewable sources during times of
supply abundance into some other form of energy –
thermal, (electro)chemical, mechanical, etc. – that can be
stored and released to meet demand during supply-scarce
times. Pumped storage hydropower, the gravitational storage
of water in reservoirs, has been a successful and
well-demonstrated form of energy storage for over 100 years;
according to the US Department of Energy (DOE), pumped
hydro currently accounts for 95% of all utility-scale energy
storage in the United States [4]. However, much more storage
is needed to decarbonize the grid to greater extents: the
EIA reports that the U.S. currently only has less than 2
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GWs of utility-scale storage deployed [5], while the order of
thousands of GWs are likely needed by 2050 to facilitate deep
decarbonization [6]. Pumped hydro is difficult to expand, as
it is generally only profitable for large-scale, capital-intensive
projects and deployment locations are limited by geographic
and permitting constraints. Furthermore, the grid is not
monolithic, but rather an array of services that each rely on
different characteristic energy and power demands, response
times, etc., necessitating a range of storage solutions. The
most common metric used to help determine the application
spaces a storage technology are suited for, technically and/or
economically, is the “duration,” or the ratio of energy to power,
which also represents the time it would take to fully charge or
discharge the battery. Thus, we could explore options that can
operate at a variety of durations. Because of the vast design
space they offer that enables a range of durations, as well
as other benefits discussed below, batteries offer a promising
group of candidates for near-future storage projects.

Batteries are electrochemical storage devices that utilize
the energetic difference between two reduction/oxidation (or
“redox”) reactions to convert and, thus, store electrical energy
to and from chemical energy. Batteries have a number
of potential benefits over other forms of energy storage
for grid applications. For example, electrochemical reactions
are generally more efficient than thermal reactions in a
decarbonized grid – which is, broadly, an electrified grid – due
to their ability to directly release electrical energy (usually at
standard temperature and pressure). Further, there are many
different redox reaction schemes to select from, presenting a
vast design space for specific, application-based optimization.
For example, consider the range of historically commercial
batteries used in consumer electronics, which represent
a fraction of those that could be employed in grid-scale
systems using various architectures: lithium-ion, lead acid,
nickel-cadmium, zinc-carbon, etc. Additionally, batteries can
be located almost anywhere, unlike thermal or gravitational
storage which often require geographically-specific storage
sites. These benefits allow batteries to be used for grid
restructuring purposes beyond decarbonization as well,
providing further value as ancillary services; for example,
batteries can help with energy independence and reliability.
Consider Puerto Rico, where the power sector collapsed
during Hurricane Maria in 2017. A decentralized, “microgrid”
design for their power sector comprised of renewables
and storage could prevent catastrophic, broad-scale outages
[7]. This is because spreading out generation reduces the
amount of transmission infrastructure (e.g., wires and poles),
otherwise needed to distribute energy, that are vulnerable
to extreme weather events. Further, de-concentrating energy
production removes the likelihood of single-point failure. One
could also factor in contemporary issues of political and
economic independence. Many countries do not possess an
abundance of economically accessible fossil fuel resources,
so a shift to a renewable power sector bolsters domestic
energy generation, reducing the need for energy imports and
thus enhancing geopolitical freedom. The U.S. in particular

has recognized the economic challenges that can result from
energy dependence, as we faced geopolitically induced oil
shortages throughout the 1970s and 1980s [8].

There are many types of battery technologies, each
characterized by a different prototypical architecture, and
many of these architectures can house an array of
chemistries, presenting many options [9]. Lithium-ion batteries
(LIBs) are considered the main incumbent technology; The
LIB was first invented by M. Stanley Wittingham in the
1970’s, critically improved upon to be safe for use by John
Goodenough in the 1980’s, and finally configured into a
commercialized device by Akira Yoshino, whose design was
manufactured by Sony in 1991 [10]. Throughout the 1990’s
and beyond, the LIB revolutionized electronics and mobile
devices, and in more recent years the technology has found
another large-scale market through electric vehicles (EVs).
Most other battery technologies being considered for the
power sector are still relatively underdeveloped, perhaps
having a sizable body of research but realizing minimal
deployment scales or commercialization efforts to date, often
because they still underperform and/or are only suited for grid
applications. Examples of such technologies include redox
flow batteries (RFBs) and metal air batteries (MABs).

According to the International Energy Agency, most of
the reductions in carbon dioxide emissions through 2030
will come from technologies already on the market today,
and in 2050 about half of the reductions will rely on
technologies currently in the demonstration or prototype
phase [11]. Thus, society seems to be on the right path
technologically to address climate change. However, there
are many other potential social, economic, and political
hurdles to overcome to ensure the best technologies are
deployed with enough haste so that the magnitudes of those
reductions are sufficient in preventing larger-scale damage
(Figure 1). While such considerations are not independent
of the technical aspects, they may necessitate different
approaches and solutions. This work explores two key
challenges to broader-scale battery deployment that are not
strictly technical: the cost of the batteries, and their materials
constraints. A range of battery technologies already exist
with suitable performance characteristics, but high upfront
costs – particularly at the currently low production scales –
may delay or deter broader-scale adoption. Finally, even if
a particular battery technology meets necessary cost and
performance metrics, the availability of and supply chains for
its critical elements may prohibit rapid and deep integration.
As such considerations must be addressed soon in order
to meet crucial decarbonization targets. This work explores
economic and political strategies to overcome or circumvent
these barriers.

Critical Barrier 1: Battery Cost
Cost is the central consideration for batteries to be viable

for grid storage. Unlike other markets for batteries, such
as medical devices, consumer electronics, EVs, etc., grid
applications necessitate much lower cost solutions to compete
with the inexpensive incumbents (i.e., fossil fuels). As grid
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Figure 1: Process schematic for battery technology development and deployment.

deployments require extremely large-scale investments, often
necessitating institutional financing (e.g., loans), capital cost
has historically been the primary barrier to adoption and thus
the focal metric of techno-economic viability. For batteries,
capital cost is primarily determined by the materials costs and
the production scale. The DOE generally cites between 100
– 150 $/kWh – though sometimes lower, as it varies by office
– as the capital cost upper limit for economically viable grid
storage systems [12, 13].

LIBs are currently the most deployed battery technology
for grid applications [14]. LIBs have been able to accelerate
in the more nascent grid storage space because they were
first developed heavily in high-value beachhead markets,
consisting of consumer electronics and EVs, since the 1990’s.
In these markets, battery makers could sell the less optimized
and higher cost products because they were the only option.
This allowed them to scale production and drive down costs
while further optimizing the performance. Thus, by the time
the technology was even considered for the grid, LIBs already
demonstrated strong performance – their roundtrip energy
efficiency is now remarkably high, usually around 95% [15]
– and had lower costs due to a developed supply chain.
In particular, LIB costs have dropped dramatically in the
last decade with the development of EVs; LIB packs, which
include the assembled battery cells along with management
and safety systems, can already be purchased for a price
within the DOE’s viable range (ca. 140 $/kWh) and they are
anticipated to drop below 100 $/kWh in the coming years [16].
The global production capacity of LIBs is estimated at over 700
GWh per year [17], already a nearly 50 billion dollar industry
[18]. While this is great progress, LIBs cannot do it all; as
mentioned earlier, a range of solutions are needed to fulfill all
the grid services and enable deep decarbonization. Further,
supply chain issues, discussed in the following section, may
prohibit the deployment scale of LIBs. Many other battery
technologies offer more cost-effective solutions, particularly
at longer durations (over 4 hours), however they have not
benefited from the same market conditions as LIBs and are
struggling to compete.

Many alternative battery architectures and materials offer

inherent cost benefits over Li-ion. For example, RFBs utilize
a system architecture that uniquely decouples the energy and
power ratings, meaning the two can be scaled independently
of one another. This allows cheap scaling of energy capacity,
making such a battery increasingly cost competitive at
longer durations. In contrast, closed systems like Li-ion have
coupled energy and power, making the capital cost per
unit energy stored a relatively fixed parameter. While it was
mentioned long-term costs are less considered, as compared
to upfront costs, the open architecture of RFBs or MABs
also facilitates long-term cost savings by allowing targeted
component maintenance. One can access the electrolyte,
generally the fastest degrading battery component, to repair or
replace it directly, while conventional closed systems like LIBs
require “augmentation,” or replacement of entire modules,
which wastes undecayed reactor components. Finally, many
batteries utilize lower-cost and higher-abundance materials as
compared to LIBs, reducing their potential cost floor.

Despite these inherent benefits, nascent storage solutions
are struggling to compete for a multitude of reasons. First,
while the optimal design of a deeply decarbonized grid
contains a portfolio of storage solutions, such a landscape
is far from the current reality and many of the services
that would benefit from non-LIB solutions (e.g., long duration
applications) have hardly seen any demand for grid storage to
date. Further, since these new battery technologies are really
only economical for grid-scale applications and do not have
access to higher value beachhead markets, it is unclear how
to drive down costs and improve performance so that they
can be competitive with other choices – e.g., LIBs, which
can be less cost-efficiently stacked to meet long duration
services, or fossil fuels - when their demand finally arises.
This “chicken and egg” problem is compounded by another
similar conundrum: these nascent technologies are inherently
riskier. This makes them less attractive to potential project
managers, financiers or other decision makers, leaving these
technologies less widely adopted and demonstrated, and thus
continually perceived as risky. Because of these economic
hurdles, many projects proposing to use these newer battery
technologies have struggled to receive funding, via company
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investments, project loans, etc.

These issues will likely not be solved in the private sector
alone, and government intervention may prove essential to
de-risking technology and reducing costs of nascent storage
solutions that are solely attractive for the grid, but probably
useful in achieving deep decarbonization. Generally, there is
a need for testing and support, via direct procurement, of
large-scale demonstrations. One avenue to execute this could
be through government funding of extramural, commercial
demonstration projects, as was previously done via the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Presently, a
large amount of funding for demonstration projects from
the DOE comes from the Office of Electricity’s Energy
Storage program. However, this funding has historically
gone to national labs and has not been offered via open
solicitations, which would involve the private sector and
may accelerate progress. Further, the U.S. government
could develop a dedicated program for downstream grid
storage demonstrations that have shown promise in many
of their earlier, development-phase programs (e.g., ARPA-E).
The recent Seeding Critical Advances for Leading Energy
technologies with Untapped Potential program at ARPA-E
partly addresses this need [19]. Similarly, the Office of Clean
Energy Demonstrations is another step in the right direction:
established in 2021, its mission is to demonstrate projects
at scale (even at the multi-billion-dollar level) and accelerate
adoption and deployment of clean energy technologies,
partnering with the private sector to do so.

There is optimism about the cost reductions achievable for
some of these nascent storage technologies; for example, the
cost curve relative to production scale looks steep for RFBs
and MABs (i.e., the minimum efficient scale is anticipated
to be relatively low, as compared to LIBs). These two
systems utilize an open, “sandwich” type architecture (Figure
2), making each individual reactor or “stack” component
fairly simple in design and more easily assembled. These
technologies do not require precision assembly machinery,
low-moisture facilities, and/or factory lines dedicated to
particular electrode chemistries or electrolyte formulations like
LIB manufacturing necessitates. However, RFB and MAB
companies have remained small and, despite sharing the
same fundamental architecture with each other and other
related technologies (e.g., fuel cells, electrolysers, etc.), often
source their own stack parts at small volumes, keeping
costs high. Centralization of these efforts could significantly
reduce costs. More specifically, start-ups could utilize contract
manufacturing from a third party that already makes similar
products at scale, as many of these components are simple
in their material make-up and physical design. For example,
stainless steel end plates, Teflon gaskets, graphite bipolar
plates and current collectors, etc. cam all be used in
the architecture of all four systems named above and are
made of a single material configured in simple shapes. If
all new RFB, MAB, fuel cell, electrolyser, etc. companies
sourced such parts from a common third party, economies of
scale could be realized despite each individual technological

endeavor remaining small scale. The hesitancy around such
an approach may partly lie in companies’ desire to keep
intellectual property (IP) and a competitive advantage. For
some stack components – like those described above, which
could be easily contracted out, as well as many of the
system components needed beyond the reactor (e.g., pipes
and manifolds, the overall assembly) – such reservations
can be more easily overcame due to their ubiquity and
simplicity. For other, more performance-affecting parts (e.g.,
membranes or electrodes), this may be more challenging,
though these components are generally the most expensive in
the stack, making any cost reductions to them more impactful.
With an abundance of private capital, it is hard to imagine
how government mandates – for example, demanding IP
remain public on certain projects that an office or program
may fund – could be implemented successfully. Alternatively,
the government (maybe the DOE, Department of Defense,
or other government operations) could incentivize such
practices by negotiating a large-scale purchase agreement
with one or more stack manufacturers under the conditions
of centralized sourcing of certain components. A model for
such collaborative agreements involving IP-sharing lie in the
private sector, where such negotiations are commonplace in
mergers and acquisitions.

Other economic strategies can be used to shift costs to
reduce the burden on customer directly and/or temporarily.
For larger companies commercializing these technologies,
one approach to shift costs is to “vertically integrate,” defined
as the combination in one company of two or more stages
of production normally operated by separate companies. By
directly controlling the production of more parts of the battery,
a company cuts costs of the various components it would
normally outsource and can use internal profit allocation to
minimize losses. For example, the vanadium RFB (VRFB) is
the state-of-the-art RFB system, known for being expensive
due to the price of vanadium itself. However, two major
primary vanadium miners and refiners, Largo Incorporated
and Bushveld Minerals, have started to vertically integrate
by creating subsidiaries Largo Clean Energy (which will
sell VRFB systems [21]) and Bushveld Energy (which will
sell VRFB electrolyte [22]), respectively. In the same vein
of dealing with high vanadium costs that cause prohibitive
system costs, the VRFB market is also testing out a new
approach of electrolyte leasing, where a third-party company
leases electrolyte to a battery vendor or end-user. By removing
the upfront cost in place of a recurring free, some capital
expenses are reallocated as operational expenses [23, 24].
Such a scheme thus lowers the cost and risk of the required
upfront investment for VRFP customers. In some versions, the
financial burden of leasing is further reallocated away from the
lessor by introducing third-party investors who can buy and
trade the vanadium while it is simultaneously being rented
out as VRFB electrolyte, akin to markets for other physical
holdings (e.g. gold or platinum) [25].

The final option to overcome low initial production volumes
that cause high costs for a nascent technology with no higher
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Figure 2: Exploded depiction of an RFB stack. Other technologies, such as MABs, fuel cells, and electrolysers utilize this same
fundamental “sandwich” type architecture. (Reproduced, with permission, from Jervis et al. [20])

value beachhead markets is to sell products at a loss. Smaller
companies regularly start off by selling at a loss, which is
enabled by outside investment. While investment in clean
energy technologies is greater than ever, its magnitude might
not match the urgency needed to meet vital climate change
deadlines. In 2021, venture capital investments in the space
were about a third of that allocated towards cryptocurrency
and blockchain technologies [26].

While this section has explored a range of reasons behind
and potential solutions to address high costs of batteries,
another factor is the general reliance of batteries on particular,
often rare, critical active materials that can be harder to
produce and, thus, expensive. The constraints imposed by
the material supply chains are explored next.

Critical Barrier 2: Materials Constraints
Battery technologies are materials intensive. They are

enabled by and dependent upon specific chemical elements,
chosen for critical properties including their electrochemical
potential, solubility, stability, etc. Often, functional alternatives
cannot be easily substituted. There are many important
considerations about the materials used in batteries beyond
their cost. Generally, the total availability of a material is not a
concern; as demand grows and scarcity ensues, the price of
a material will adjust to reflect the constraints. However, how
we extract critical materials and how quickly we are able to
scale up production can pose difficulties. Further, where the
materials are extracted and produced can present geopolitical
issues. These challenges are already proving to be particularly
acute in the battery world.

For example, cobalt is currently a critical element in LIBs.
Over half the world’s reserves sit in the Democratic Republic
of Congo, which is also responsible for nearly 70% of the
global production, and the majority of these mines are owned

by China who also controls the majority of the LIB pack
production [27]. A similar story exists for the supply chain
of vanadium, where 75% of production comes from 10 steel
mills in China and Russia [28]. Such concentrated production
can create volatility in the supply and price for a material.
Adding to such difficulties, both cobalt and vanadium are
mined and/or produced predominantly as co-/by-products of
other materials. This presents supply chain complications, as
the production scale of these materials depends primarily on
the production scale of other resources or products; in other
words, the price or demand for cobalt and vanadium does
not strongly affect their supply, at least in the short term.
Extreme price volatility for vanadium has been observed for
decades – a 10x spike was observed in 2018 relative to early
2016 [29] – clearly demonstrating the supply chain precarity
created by concentrated, co-/by-product production. Further,
as many countries are actively seeking energy independence
via domestic supply chains while they go about re-configuring
their energy systems in pursuance of sustainability, the lack
of a diversified international supply chain for these critical
battery materials complicates the use of batteries for grid
decarbonization. For an example of how geopolitical instability
and foreign energy dependence can cause supply shortages
and price spikes, consider the, at the time of this writing,
on-going war between Ukraine and Russia. Russia is the
world’s third largest producer of natural gas, but the war has
caused a significant decrease in their supply. Further, many
countries have put sanctions or banned imports from Russia
in protest. These factors have, in part, lead to surging gas and
oil prices, which is particularly harming Europe where Russia
has historically supplied ca. 40% of Europe’s gas imports [30].

In recognition of the precarity such dependence can cause,
both cobalt and vanadium, along with many others used
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in various battery technologies (e.g., lithium, platinum group
metals, manganese, etc.), were declared as part of 35 “critical
minerals” – minerals that are “vital to the Nation’s security and
economic prosperity” but are primarily imported to the U.S. –
by the U.S. Department of the Interior in 2018 [31]. The current
administration has announced plans to bolster domestic
production [32], and while progress is beginning in the realm
of battery manufacturing [33], it is unclear how the U.S. will be
able to claim its stake upstream in the mining and extraction
of the minerals themselves. Recently, President Biden invoked
the Defense Production Act; established by President Truman
during the Cold War, the Act enables "emergency authority"
to prioritize the development of materials needed for national
production [34]. In this iteration, the Act is being invoked
to target domestic minerals production for critical battery
materials. However, such efforts are limited by many factors,
primarily the geographic abundance of various minerals and
our technological capabilities to economically extract them.
Further, many companies announcing new U.S. plants are not
U.S.-owned companies, limiting the true depth of the domestic
supply chain being built [35]. Additionally, while these new
projects provide a surge of new jobs, securing enough skilled
workers to operate plants is proving to be one of the most
difficult hurdles [36].

The rate of growth in production, whether domestic or
global, can also be limiting for battery deployment. The
vanadium supply chain has only seen a net 3.5% compound
annual growth rate over the last 30 years [37]; with existing
demand already accounted for – primarily by steel [38], which
uses vanadium to strengthen alloys – there is a concern
about the ability to even source enough vanadium to deploy
notable amounts of vanadium RFBs in a timely manner. The
cobalt supply chain was able to demonstrate rapid growth to
meet a consumption that has tripled globally over the last
decade due to the explosion of LIB demand [39]. But such
rapid production scale-up, particularly in countries that may be
poorly equipped to execute it appropriately, can lead to other
issues, particularly given the environmental, health, and safety
issues mining generally poses. In the Congo, there have been
concerns around the safety, compensation, and exploitation
of cobalt miners [40]. Many vanadium mines in China were
shut down due to environmental concerns in recent years,
causing a notable effect on the supply and price [41, 42].
Lithium provides an example of where scale-up has not been
able to occur rapidly enough; after decreasing for decades,
LIB prices started to increase in 2021 due to lithium shortages
that increased the price of lithium by 400% [43]. These serious
concerns could prevent our ability to decarbonize the power
sector at the rate needed to curb climate change.

One way to tackle this problem is by pivoting away
from batteries that rely on these expensive materials with
concentrated supply chains towards low-cost, high-abundance
chemistries. Arguably, this shift should drive itself through
the markets; indeed, there is already abundant research and
development efforts in this vein for LIBs [44] and RFBs [45]
(MABs generally already meet these criteria). However, these

efforts must be fast enough to meet rapid decarbonization
targets. It may be necessary to deploy solutions that are ready
now (e.g., LIBs and VRFBs), dealing with the consequences
of these more expensive and hard-to-scale chemistries in the
near-term, while simultaneously preparing the next generation
of battery chemistries. In the case of RFBs, deployment of
VRFBs in the near-term would significantly help deployment
of new RFB chemistries down the line by driving down the
costs of chemistry agnostic stack components and de-risking
the technology.

Recycling of batteries is also important for reducing
the demand on the supply chain and materials intensity,
though it will not help us in the near-term, due to the
20-year lifetime of most conventional batteries. With open
architectures, recycling is fairly easy. Closed systems like
LIBs can be complicated to recycle, especially when battery
pack designs vary across manufacturers. This is another
example of manufacturing differentiation, likely motivated
by IP and competitive advantage, that hinders the overall
decarbonization efforts. While the government could try to
regulate certain aspects of pack design for sales in the
U.S. to facilitate recycling efforts, this may be akin to
picking a technological winner, which could backfire if made
incorrectly or if new solutions currently unforeseen surpass
the winner. Like the suggestions around the centralization of
a stack supply chain discussed earlier, the government could
incentivize recycling by negotiating a large-scale purchase
agreement with one or more suppliers of battery packs
that meet recyclability standards. Most examples of this
kind of large-scale government procurement of a particular
technology lie in military operations motivated by defense:
for example, the F-35 (a strike fighter aircraft) procurement
program [46]. There are other successful implementations
of product standards, such as those set for electronics
by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
regarding safety, interoperability with other devices/systems,
etc. However, most cases of successful standardization result
from the necessity of such measures for successful utilization
of the product, which is not the case with battery recycling.
Progress towards standardization of EV charging technology
has been slow but is accelerating and may serve as a model
for recyclability standardization.

Conclusion
We possess technologies that can facilitate the

decarbonization of the power sector. However, there are
concerns about our ability to produce and deploy these
technologies rapidly and cost-effectively, a task we currently
are not well-equipped to execute. Government intervention
can help enable and accelerate desired outcomes if done with
proper incentivization. Further, many economic strategies can
help overcome some of these hurdles if employed intelligently
and quickly. Whatever the methods, time is of the essence,
and public and private investments will be crucial.
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